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I recently imported an mp4 into Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 and the audio was out of sync with the video for a couple of
seconds. I thought that the video had already ended, but it turned out to be the initial one, and the sound played. I then edited the

video, but despite the fact that I added subtitles during the creation of the video, the audio played with significant shifts. The
sound I added at the very beginning is gone. And there are no subtitles. However, I don't know how to fix it and I would like you
to advise how I can fix it. He just ruined my video." Answer: â€œYou can't fix anything with this. This is the problem with the
video itself. The problem is that you haven't imported the video yet when it was modified." Translation: Hello, This video editor

is a little weird, so I was hoping you had a problem or two. However, what we need is this: Can we import this audio into
Premierer Pro when did you finish these changes? My answer: If you capture the audio before the changes and delete it

immediately when you want to continue working in Premiere, the changes will affect the new version of the audio. But if you
remove the audio and paste it in when you're editing the video, the audio stays where it was before. This helps to avoid conflicts.

Although, I should note that the audio could have been replaced with another file, although there are only a few audios in the
Premieres collection that have done so. Delete video and then import audio while editing. Please watch the video to find the

audio that has been replaced. In this case, you performed the manipulations to replace several of them. What you need to do is
save the audio and re-import the audio. Of course, you will lose sound. So if you want imported audio, you'll have to turn to

other methods as you can't fix that." Original: I know that in the new gear in Premierec Pro, the video is re-arranged slightly. It
looks like a dozen or so seconds of delay are part of it. But the sound disappears when you do just the re
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